
Adjudicating by Algorithm
Scripting building regulations to generate permissible forms 

Creating a web platform for interaction with the law
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‘...urban planning needs to be flexible and dynamic with 

a view to the future.’ 
(Verebes, 2014)



Problems in Urban Planning

“Zoning maps are two-dimensional and fail to provide a clear picture of the 

code’s impact on development” 

(Didech, 2015)

  Source: http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/EPI/2012/628/maps#HOB



David Haron, NSW Dept. of Planning

‘Essentially, if you want a modern planning system, you need 
modern tools and a modern way of thinking about it, and that's 
digital.’



Law 

‘The sheer number and size of regulations can be daunting.’

(Genesereth, 2015)
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Law as code 

LAW
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Aims: ● How the application of  “law as code” can benefit urban planning

● To investigate how open data can help inform better urban 

planning decisions

● Hypothesise how ‘Law as Code’ and 3D representation of the 

law could be implemented



2 research projects

1. Translate building 
regulations into a 
script to create 
building envelopes 

2. Create an open source 
decision support 
system 



Methodology

Action based research
“learning by doing” 

(O'Brien, 1998)
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web app
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Create a script that encodes building regulations, 
and use it to generate permissible building envelopes

Objective:



what is a permissible building envelope?
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Minke:
versioning tool   



Beluga:
script
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● Cadastral lots 
● HOB
● FSR
● Solar planes
● Setback





Grasshopper GIS

Problems in Urban Planning



Grasshopper GIS

Data interchange formats for GIS 
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Humpback:
GIS translator  



GeoJSON

{
“type”   : “polygon” 
“colour” : “grey”
“height” : “80” 
}

“easy for humans to read and write... and easy for machines to parse and generate”

 (json.org, 2017)



Grasshopper GIS







UPPD Conference 2018 

HUMPBACK 
Introducing and evaluating a GeoJSON constructor tool for Grasshopper
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● Cadastral lots 
● HOB
● FSR
● Solar planes
● Setback
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cadastral lots data
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Quick stats



Facade Generation
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Develop an open platform for laws to be found, and developers to work within

Objective:
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Versioning of the Law
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https://gist.github…



Why hasn’t version control already been 
adopted in Law?
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https://gist.github…
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Addressing the Objectives

Open data can help inform better urban planning decisions

Web applications can be a tool to promote computational 
techniques

Streamline testing and simulation of new urban schemes



Significance 





“In the longer run and for wide-reaching issues, more creative 

solutions tend to come from imaginative interdisciplinary 

collaboration.”

Robert J. Shiller



https://docs.google.com/file/d/189A_jUe9szK797YoPbVqh5MwDb8fOjxE/preview
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